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CLAIM

The ornamental design for a hooded short cropped coat, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is an isometric view of a hooded insulated hunting coat with a weather mask, a suite of pockets, an inner insulated pocket, a kill switch D-ring, a plurality of shell loops positioned on the coat torso, and a drop-down seat attachment which can be stowed away in the inner torso of said jacket, showing my new design.

FIG. 2 is a front perspective view of hooded insulated hunting coat.

FIG. 3 is a back perspective view thereof.

FIG. 4 is a top perspective view thereof.

FIG. 5 is a bottom perspective view thereof.

FIG. 6 is a left elevation view thereof.

FIG. 7 is a right elevation view thereof; and, FIG. 8 is a front view thereof, shown in an open position. The broken lines shown in the drawings represent stitching in the fabric.
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